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INTRODUCTION

Explicit rationing of medical care, that is, the deliberate denial of treatment for some individuals who might benefit therefrom, may seem totally alien to our expectations about access to health care. Until now, explicit rationing of medical care has been avoided, except when natural scarcity places an unalterable limit on availability. However, rising health care costs and the federal budget deficit have forced the government to consider rationing some health care because it costs too much.

While there is much informal or “hidden” rationing in health care, this article focuses on the explicit, formal methods of rationing that might be used to determine access to advanced medical techniques. It describes the various means by which such rationing might be accomplished, illustrating each by an actual example of its use, and then it examines the ethical and legal concerns that are raised.†
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To illustrate the currency of these issues, this article concentrates on the example of rationing of heart transplants. This focus is chosen for several reasons. Heart transplantation is currently an area of explicit and severe rationing because of the natural scarcity of donor organs. In addition, patient selection criteria are publicly known, and, therefore, easier to identify and analyze. Moreover, the federal government seems to be deliberately rationing heart transplants. Finally, the rationing criteria established for heart transplants will set an important precedent for future decisions about access to advanced medical techniques.

I. RELUCTANCE TO RATION: THE KIDNEY DIALYSIS EXPERIENCE

Perhaps the best known recent example of explicit rationing involved kidney dialysis. In the 1960s and early 1970s, the high cost of kidney dialysis (approximately $12-15,000 per year) placed the procedure out of the reach of many patients. Demand, however, still outstripped the limited facilities and staff available, and hospitals were forced to ration. Many applied medical and/or social worth criteria, including age, medical suitability, mental acuity, family involvement, criminal record, economic status, employment record, availability of transportation, willingness to cooperate in the treatment regimen, likelihood of vocational rehabilitation, psychiatric status, marital status, educational background, occupation, and future potential.

At the Seattle Artificial Kidney Center, an anonymous screening committee was set up to choose patients. The committee was composed of a physician, a lawyer, a housewife, a businessman, a labor leader, a state government official, and a minister. One lay member reported his experience:

The choices were hard... I remember voting against a young woman who was a known prostitute. I found I couldn’t vote for her, rather than another candidate, a young wife and mother. I also voted against a young man who, until he learned he had renal failure, had been a ne’er-do-well, a real playboy. He promised he would reform his character, go back to school, and so on. If only he were selected for treatment. But I felt I’d lived long enough to know that a person like that won’t really do what he was promising at the time.

3 Note. supra note 2, at 661.
One writer saw in its deliberations "a disturbing picture...of the Seattle committee measuring persons in accordance with its own middle-class suburban value system.... The Pacific Northwest is no place for a Henry David Thoreau with bad kidneys." The committee came to be known as the "God squad."

The Los Angeles County–USC Medical Center took a different approach. It used a lottery to select dialysis patients. Initial screening on the basis of medical and other criteria placed a prospective patient into either an optimal or an alternate group. Candidates were chosen at random from the optimal group. When that group was exhausted, patients were selected from the group of alternates.

Congress turned its attention to the shortage of kidney dialysis during consideration of the Social Security Amendments of 1972. It found a medical technology that could save lives, but that was available to only a small percentage of those needing it. Senator Hartke articulated the fundamental question that faced our elected representatives: "How do we explain that the difference between life and death is a matter of dollars?"

Not surprisingly, Congress rejected rationing. It chose to solve the shortage by simply expanding Medicare coverage to pay for kidney dialysis for virtually everyone in need. The ease with which it did so was undoubtedly influenced by the then rapid growth in federal tax receipts.

Unrestricted access to kidney dialysis was assured at a high price.

---

7 Nightline: Medical Miracles: Can We Afford the Bill? (ABC television broadcast, August 29, 1985) (transcript at 4).
8 Sanders & Dukeminier, supra note 6, at 372 n.45.
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Individuals who are determined to have end stage renal disease do not have to meet the age and disability criteria required to be eligible for the HI and SMI programs. Rather, they need only have irreversible renal disease. 42 U.S.C.A. § 1395c (1983); 42 C.F.R. § 402.2102 (1986) (definition of "end stage renal disease"). Kidney donors are also automatically eligible for these benefits. 42 U.S.C.A. § 1395rr (d) (1983).
Although original cost estimates ranged from $100,000 to $250,000 per year, they were overtaken by political and medical realities. In 1965, there were only 300 dialysis patients; in 1969, the number was still under 1,000. But by 1972, the number grew to 10,000. The End-Stage Renal Disease dialysis program now covers 78,000 patients, at an annual cost of over $1.5 billion.

II. NO MORE “EASY” SOLUTIONS: CURRENT BUDGETARY REALITIES

The development of advanced medical techniques has been welcomed by society as a means of lengthening and improving the quality of life. As the kidney dialysis experience demonstrates, it has been assumed that costs alone should not bar access to needed medical care. The result has been to keep sicker people alive, for longer periods of time—at ever greater cost.

Americans currently spend $458.2 billion per year—10.9% of the GNP—on medical care. From 1981 to 1986, health care prices rose 49% while overall consumer prices increased by only 23%. The high cost of medical care, combined with the aging of the population and the resultant increase in the prevalence of chronic disease and disability, has raised serious concerns about future health expenditures. Between 1950 and 1978, total annual health expenditures increased 1,500%. Since 1950, the percentage of the GNP attributable to medical care expenditures has doubled. It is estimated that 80% of health care resources are devoted to chronic disease. Over 45% of those 65 and older have some chronic disease and the incidence doubles between the 65-74 age group and the over 75 age group. In the next 10 years, the over 75 population is projected to increase four times as fast as the population under 65. The effect on medical costs is obvious.

---
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Respected commentators are beginning to suggest that limits be placed on the availability of health care. One observer dramatically asserted:

It is time for us to bite the bullet and begin debating explicitly how we are going to ration health care. I know that the topic is unpleasant, and we'd all prefer it to go away. But it won't vanish, and we have no good alternative. One reason is that the skyrocketing cost of health care is 'crowding out' other essential societal services and functions. Medicaid alone is forcing virtually all our states to keep down spending on education, libraries, law enforcement, parks and other high priority needs because Medicaid's insatiable appetite must be fed. In Washington the need to pay for Medicare and Medicaid entitlements is forcing ruinous cuts in necessary programs from aid to the poor to scientific research. 19

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, 20 the federal budget deficit reduction legislation, has made this an immediate concern for publicly financed health care. Although special rules spare Medicare from Gramm-Rudman's full force by limiting the across-the-board cut to one percent in Fiscal Year 1986, and two percent thereafter, 21 the latter still translates into a reduction of approximately $1.5 billion. 22 Under this legislation, maintaining current levels of medical care will be difficult enough, given the growth of our aging population, which has caused Medicare rolls to increase at an annual rate of approximately two percent. 23 But it will be impossible to do so if Medicare attempts to fund the many new and enormously expensive, life saving medical treatments now on the horizon.

20. Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction Act of 1985, Pub. L. No. 99-177, 99 Stat. 1037 (1985) (popularly known as "Gramm-Rudman-Hollings"). This legislation sets a maximum congressional budget deficit target for 1985 to 1990. Id. Title II, § 201(a)(7). Once that target is exceeded by more than $10 billion dollars, the President is empowered to reduce the excess deficit by sequestering federal program funds. Id. § 252. Medicare budget cuts are subject to special sequestration rules. Id. § 256(d)(1).
21. Id. § 256(d)(1).
23. Based on information obtained from the Health Care Financing Administration, HHS.
It has been estimated that each year hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of new technologies are developed. Many are very expensive. For example, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the new imaging device, costs between $800,000 and $2 million per unit. A lithotripter, a device used to dissolve kidney stones without surgery, can cost between $600,000 and $1.5 million. The total price for coronary artery by-pass surgery, neo-natal intensive care, and kidney dialysis all number in the billions of dollars. Some of these new technologies save money in patient care costs, and so pay for themselves. Others do not. In any event, it has been estimated that new technology has accounted for a 50% increase in per diem costs of hospital care.

III. THE COST OF ONE NEW TECHNOLOGY: HEART TRANSPLANTS

The improved ability to transplant hearts illustrates the present dilemma over costs. Successful heart transplantation is a recent medical miracle. As recently as the early 1970s, less than 25% of all heart transplant patients survived more than five years. But the improvements in surgical techniques and the use of cyclosporine, the anti-rejection drug, have raised five year survival rates to over 40%. In 1984, 346 heart transplants were performed. In 1986, the last year for which data are available, 1,368 were performed. Heart transplants cost between $57,000 and $110,000 each, and the average cost is $95,000.

In November of 1979, the federal government authorized Medicare payment for heart transplants at Stanford University on a temporary basis pending the development of final criteria for establishing coverage. In June, 1980, just seven months later, Medicare coverage was discontinued in an apparent effort to avoid the massive costs involved. The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) announced, at that time, that
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Medicare would evaluate not only the safety and efficacy of new technologies, but also their "social consequences," before "financing their wide distribution." Thereafter, HHS contracted with the Battelle Institute to conduct a massive technology assessment, which was not completed until late 1984.

The Battelle study revealed how expensive a heart transplant program could become. According to the Battelle Institute study, each year, over 84,000 Medicare beneficiaries of all ages die of heart ailments when they might be kept alive by a transplant. For the whole population, the number is about 272,000. Of course, not all these people would meet the applicable medical criteria. The Battelle study estimated that less than 14% of eligible patients would actually qualify for transplants under the prototypical Stanford criteria.

Until now, the availability of donor hearts suitable for transplantation has been a natural limitation on the number of transplants. But this is changing. The Battelle study estimated that, each year, there are about 16,000 suitable donor hearts. Although few of these are currently donated, the study estimated that, if more efforts were made to secure organs and, especially, to encourage heart donations from dying patients (or their families), the number could be increased dramatically. One estimate was that about 8,500 hearts could become available.

Already, such efforts have begun. In 1984, Congress passed the National Organ Transplant Act, which, when funded, will promote "systematic efforts" by organ procurement organizations to acquire all usable organs, including arrangements with hospitals to identify potential donors, professional education, and improved means of acquisition and preservation of organs. An organ sharing network is planned.

Even more aggressive steps are being taken to encourage organ donations. At least three states (California, New York, and Oregon) have passed laws requiring hospitals to ask families if they are willing to donate a dying patient's organs. One proposal for increasing organ retrieval went so far as to suggest legislation to create a presumption that all dying persons consent to organ donations—unless they, or their next of kin, expressly refuse.

25 R. EVANS, supra note 13, at Table 13-28.
26 Id. Table 12-12.
27 R. EVANS, supra note 25, at ES-29.
28 Id. ES-36, Table ES-13.
31 Sanders & Dukeminier, supra note 6, at 410-13.
While legislation creating such a presumption seems unlikely, it is not hard to imagine that financial incentives could be offered to encourage organ donation. To quiet ethical concerns about “buying” organs, the incentive could take the form of an offer to pay uninsured medical and funeral costs.

Moreover, as recent news stories demonstrate, medical science is on its way to producing another miracle—the artificial heart. And as Baby Fae, the infant who received the baboon heart, showed us, animal organ transplants are also on the horizon. Once these procedures are perfected, there will be no natural limit to the supply of hearts. Medicare does not currently cover the expenses of artificial heart transplants, but Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) officials have left open the possibility of extending coverage to experimental medical procedures once they are approved by the Federal Drug Administration. Medicare already pays for various organ transplants—kidney, cornea, bone marrow, and liver (for children with end-stage liver disease).

It may take three years, or 10, but these efforts will inevitably increase the number of hearts available for transplantation far beyond anything currently anticipated. The increase in availability will make a heart transplantation program extremely expensive. Even if only the projected 8,500 transplants are performed for Medicare recipients each year, and each transplant costs a conservatively estimated $80,000, the annual bill for heart transplants would be over $680 million. For that limited population, this one medical procedure could result in an increase in total Medicare costs equal to almost half of the amount of the cut mandated by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. This does not include annual follow-up costs of six to twelve thousand dollars for each patient, costs which increase geometrically each additional year of the program.

At a not too distant date, it will be possible to perform many more transplants, as more donor, artificial, and animal hearts become available. If only half of those needing a new heart were given one, the price would be over $3 billion for Medicare beneficiaries alone. If the kidney

---


34 R. Evans, supra note 25, at ES-19.
dialysis experience were repeated, and coverage were extended to the whole population, the cost would be over $10 billion annually.

These staggering numbers help explain why federal health officials were so hesitant to extend Medicare coverage to heart transplants. Medicare officials realized that once they began funding heart transplants, there would be immense pressure to extend coverage to everyone in need. The simple truth is that, in deciding who gets a new treatment, the line will be drawn where the money stops.

IV. EXPANDING MEDICARE TO COVER HEART TRANSPLANTS

In mid-1986, federal officials bowed to professional and political pressure. On October 17, 1986, they announced that Medicare would soon begin to cover heart transplants. On April 6, 1987, the HCFA issued a ruling that formally extended Medicare coverage to heart transplants. Coverage was extended retroactively to October 17, 1986.

In its “summary and final expenditure estimate,” HCFA projected that Medicare would cover 98 heart transplants in fiscal year 1988, with an increase in federal expenditures of $10 million. By 1990, the cost would be an estimated $20 million.

How are these estimates to be reconciled with the results of the Battelle study? The answer is that in the ruling Medicare did not extend Medicare coverage to all potential transplant recipients.

First, a patient must receive disability benefits for 29 months before even qualifying for Medicare benefits. However, by statute, this is not a requirement for kidney dialysis and kidney transplant patients. This limits the number of potential recipients in two ways: (1) many patients needing a new heart simply die before their 29-month waiting period ends, and, (2) those that have been on disability long enough tend to be older, and many of them will be disqualified because of their age.

Second, the HCFA ruling sharply limits coverage in two ways. Patient selection criteria were established that substantially shrank the pool of eligible patients. Some of the criteria are given more weight than
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40 HCFA Ruling No. HCFA R 87-1, supra note 37, at 13.616. Hospital Insurance payments will be made under DRG #103, “Heart Transplants,” and SMI reimbursements will be made on the basis of reasonable charges. Id. at 13.637.
41 Id. at 13.643, 13.645.
42 Id. at 13.620.
43 Supra note 11.
others, and, for present purposes, only the "seriously adverse factors" need be summarized:

1. Advancing Age—a patient beyond the age of 50 (and especially between 53 to 57 years of age) must be selected with "particular care to ensure an adequately young physiologic age," and physicians must ensure the absence or insignificance of coexisting disease.

2. Disease—the presence of pulmonary, renal, systemic, or cerebrovascular diseases in the patient which would reduce the likelihood of survival or pre-existing disease in the donor heart.

3. Behavior Pattern or Psychiatric Illness—a history of behavior or psychiatric illness that would "interfere significantly with compliance with a disciplined medical regimen."\(^{44}\)

The foregoing are only guidelines to indicate the "type of factors or areas" HCFA requires hospitals to consider in accepting patients.\(^{45}\) Hospitals are responsible for establishing their own particular criteria. However, those that propose to accept patients falling "far outside" the guidelines will not be eligible for Medicare funding. HCFA reasoned that acceptance of such beneficiaries would place them at an "unnecessary risk" and would "waste scarce resources."\(^{46}\)

The HCFA ruling also rations heart transplants by restricting the number of hospitals that can qualify for Medicare reimbursement. It imposes minimum standards for experience, commitment of resources and professional expertise, success, and patient selection, which can be summarized as follows:

1. Experience—hospitals must have had a cardiac transplantation program since 1985; must have performed 36 heart transplants (including 12 in 1986, 12 in 1985, and 12 during 1982 to 1985); and must have performed 500 cardiac catheterizations, 500 coronary arteriograms, and 250 open-heart operations annually since 1982.\(^{47}\)

2. Success—hospitals must demonstrate that 24 of the 36 patients survived for one full year, and that 12 survived for two full years:

\(^{44}\) HCFA Ruling No. HCFA R 87-1. supra note 37, at 13.641-13.642.
\(^{45}\) Id. at 13.641.
\(^{46}\) Id. at 13.625.
\(^{47}\) Id. at 13.638-39, 13.627 (response to public comments).
and must show one- and two-year actuarial survival rates of 73% and 65% respectively.29

3. Resources—hospitals must plan to perform at least 12 transplants annually; must organize comprehensive surgical, nursing, and anesthesia heart transplant teams; and must have or make available Medicare-approved laboratory facilities.30

4. Patient Selection—hospitals must have adequate patient selection criteria that are substantially within the Medicare guidelines for patient selection (the facility remaining responsible for the ethical considerations of its selection decisions).31

Under these strict criteria, Medicare officials have estimated that only 10 medical centers will qualify for heart transplant funding. The HCFA acknowledged that these criteria both limit the number of facilities approved for reimbursement and preclude some patients from receiving heart transplants. In fact, the cost saving was estimated to be about $25 million in 1990, or half the program’s total cost.32 HCFA stated that, in adopting the criteria, it “did not propose to assure an even geographic distribution”33 of facilities and stated that it recognized “the hardship that this may place on some transplant recipients and their families.”34 Despite this, HCFA maintained that the criteria would ensure a successful clinical outcome and that “the issue of geographic access will diminish over time as more centers gain the necessary experience to meet the criteria.”35 Thus, those patients whose financial status precludes them from traveling to a qualified facility must wait until their local hospital meets these criteria.

By adopting these limitations on eligibility, Medicare officials obtained an easily enforced limit on the number of transplants. Without acknowledging it, Medicare officials have opted for rationing—to limit costs of this advanced medical technology.

29 Id.
30 Id. at 13,638, 13,640.
31 Id. at 13,638. Medicare also requires hospitals to participate in an organ procurement program; to have detailed plans for patient management; and, to maintain and submit survival and selection data on both Medicare and non-Medicare heart transplant patients. Id. at 13,638-40.
32 Organ Transplants: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Health and the Environment of the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce, supra note 28, at 19 (Memorandum to The Secretary of Health and Human Services from the Acting Assistant Secretary for Health).
33 Id. Ruling No. HCFAR 87-l, supra note 37, at 13,630.
34 Id.
35 Id.
V. RATIONING ADVANCED MEDICAL TECHNIQUES

In recent years, there have been intense efforts to contain health care costs. While rationing may be abhorrent or at least exceedingly difficult for most Americans to accept, many knowledgeable commentators believe that total medical expenditures should be limited. For example, Aaron and Schwartz argue in favor of curbing expenditures that generate "benefits worth less than costs." 9 They suggest that this be accomplished by setting limits on hospital budgets, thereby forcing physicians and hospital administrators to "develop rules of thumb for defining what care constitutes standard medical practice and what care is extravagant." 10 Of necessity, this means rationing. Evans defines rationing as "[t]he process by which criteria are applied to selectively discriminate among patients who are eligible for resources that have been previously allocated to various programs." 11

Heart transplants are only one of many new medical technologies that do not save money, only suffering or lives. Many more are on the horizon. Possibly, they will be provided without concern for their cost. But assuming that society wants to limit the costs involved by restricting access to them, what methods would be available? In other words, how could access to new technologies be rationed?

From now on, with each new medical technique that emerges, society must answer two related questions: (1) Will this technique be made available to all, regardless of cost? and, (2) If not, how will it be distributed?

The first question, of course, is one of the macroallocation of resources between health and other programs, and among health programs. In answering it, society must examine the effect of allocation on anonymous "statistical lives." The second inquiry is one of microallocation, or rationing. Here society is forced to examine the effect of its decisions—often matters of life and death—on identified individuals. Unfortunately, those who advocate rationing often underestimate the moral, practical, and legal obstacles.

A. Let the Market Do Its Work

A market system rations based on ability and willingness to pay. Ordinarily, the market determines access to most goods and services. If

10. Id. at 123.
11. Evans, supra note 3, at 2211.
people want something enough, they will pay its market price. The advantages of a market economy, to all citizens, outweigh the fact that many cannot afford to pay the market price for some things and, therefore, must do without them, no matter how badly they are desired.

While financial ability is accepted as the means of distributing most goods, society has generally taken a different approach to medical care. There was public outrage in 1985 when the Washington Post reported that rich foreign nationals were receiving a disproportionate percentage of kidney transplants in the Washington, D.C. area. The foreign nationals’ ability to pay more for a transplant than that provided by private insurance or public funds made them more valuable, and therefore more attractive, patients.98

The report of the President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Behavioral Research reflected a widely accepted belief that society has an ethical obligation to ensure equitable access to health care for all. It asserted: “[A]ll citizens should be able to secure an adequate level of care without excessive burdens.”99

With the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid, the federal government rejected a purely market approach to providing medical care. It decided that American society was rich enough and humane enough to make provision for the medical needs of the elderly and the poor.

But the federal government does not provide medical care to all regardless of ability to pay. As a result, some 10% of the population must pay for health care from their own pockets—the unemployed, those employed by small employers, and the self-employed.

Today, the market is rationing access to heart transplants. Except for the few individuals lucky enough to qualify under the Medicare criteria (and to be accepted by a hospital that also qualifies) or lucky enough to be on Medicaid in one of the states that funds transplants, the only way to get a transplant is to buy one or have one’s health insurance pay for it (assuming that the policy covers transplants). Three-quarters of large private insurance companies pay for heart transplants.100 This is rationing. The winners are those who can afford private medical insurance that pays for transplants or who work for employers who buy the insurance for them.

Thus, some people will die because they cannot afford a heart

100 R. Evans, supra note 25, at 15-85.
transplant. The media recently reported the story of a 19-year-old girl who needed a heart transplant. She was accepted into the Stanford program and told that she would be at the top of the list of candidates. All she needed was $125,000 to pay for the transplant. Without health insurance that would cover the cost of the operation, her family was unable to raise the money. She died three months later.49

It is of course possible that the government will continue to exclude some heart transplants from full Medicare coverage, but that will require a substantial change in our social ethic. Transplantation can mean the difference between life and death, and the media can be counted on to bring into every home the names and faces of real people who are dying for lack of a transplant. As knowledge about the efficacy of these new technologies grows, it takes little imagination to predict that the political pressure to fund them could become irresistible. After all, the development of most advanced medical techniques is only possible because public funds are available.

Thus, even if routine medical care were distributed on the basis of ability to pay, society might well reject that method when the patient’s life is at stake. Furthermore, it will be difficult to deny Medicare coverage of transplants for people who could return to healthy, productive lives while continuing to provide, for example, kidney dialysis treatments for elderly, comatose patients, as is now the case.

Assuming that society decides that ability to pay or the possession of private insurance should not alone decide who gets access to advanced medical techniques, what else is there that does not open the floodgates to additional and uncontrolled spending? This takes us to the next form of rationing—putative medical criteria.

B. Establish Strict Medical Criteria

Once it is concluded that rationing is necessary, reliance on medical criteria is, perhaps, the most acceptable approach. It is certainly the most rational—selecting patients for treatment by deciding who can benefit most therefrom. Moreover, it corresponds with public perceptions of how medical treatment decisions are made.

But the issue is more complicated if, as with heart transplants, there are more who can benefit than there are available hearts. Physicians are then asked to choose who has the greatest chance of survival.

Medical selection standards are currently being used to ration heart transplants. Generally, patients who can pay for a transplant (or who have

49 Medical Miracles: Can We Afford The Bill?, supra note 7. at 2.
insurance or Medicare or Medicaid that will pay) are deemed eligible if they have a critical medical need for a transplant, that is, they have less than a 25% likelihood of surviving more than six months. Most often, they are invalids for whom no other treatment is expected to be successful. But since there are more who qualify even under these strict criteria, further screening is necessary.

When HHS invited transplant centers to participate in the Battelle study, it published suggested eligibility criteria developed by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. The criteria illustrate the kinds of complex, subjective factors involved in an honest assessment of medical eligibility.

The guidelines are presented to demonstrate that there is no magic line that separates those whose condition justifies a transplant and those whose do not. Although the criteria vary somewhat, the six participating hospitals generally followed these criteria, which can be summarized as follows:

1. Advancing age, beyond the age (usually 50 or 55) at which the “individual begins to have diminished capacity to withstand postoperative complications.”
2. Comorbid conditions, including severe pulmonary hypertension, severe liver or kidney dysfunction, active systemic infection, recent pulmonary infarction, insulin-requiring diabetes mellitus, significant peripheral or cerebrovascular disease, acute peptic ulcers, or any other systemic disease “likely to limit or preclude survival and rehabilitation after transplantation.”
3. History of a behavior pattern (including drug or alcohol addiction) or psychiatric illness “likely to interfere significantly with compliance with a disciplined medical regimen.”
4. “Absence of adequate external psychosocial supports for either short or long term.”

Physicians undoubtedly would describe all of these criteria as medical. That is, they are designed to produce a successful clinical outcome. For example, some of the “comorbid conditions” are considered disqualifying because a patient who has one of these conditions may be unable to survive a transplant or the use of immunosuppressive drugs, which are necessary to avoid rejection of the transplant. Similarly,
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62 HCFA Ruling No. HCFAR 87-1, supra note 37, at 13,625.
behavioral history and external psychosocial supports are considered relevant to the patient's ability to adapt to the necessary alterations of lifestyle, including adherence to a strict diet, medication regimen, and other restrictions.

But there are problems with the use of these medical criteria. It is not clear to what extent their predictive validity has been demonstrated empirically. Moreover, medicine is not an exact science. Relative judgments about anticipated clinical success are uncertain and highly intuitive.

Yet, physicians must assign each patient a place on the relative scale of survival. Does the patient have a 50% chance, or only 40%? At best, these percentages are only roughly accurate, based on aggregate averages of experience across many physicians and hospitals and patients.

Moreover, the vague and undefined nature of these criteria afford the decision maker wide discretion to act in accordance with personal values. That may be true even though facially valid criteria are being applied. For example, the transplant policy of one Washington, D.C. hospital, after outlining a set of explicit "clinical factors," goes on to state that such factors are "unique to each case" and that it is difficult to form and adhere to any set of explicit rules concerning them.65

Some of these criteria may be valid as threshold qualifications. For example, an alcoholic derelict may have no prospect of adopting the necessary post-operative regimen. However, when the criteria are employed as relative qualifications (who has the optimum external supports), the result may be to favor the patient whose lifestyle reflects that of the decisionmaker.

Personal feelings also intrude in "medical" decision making. For example, in some kidney dialysis programs of the late 1960s, internists admitted that they had to like particular patients or get some psychological satisfaction from them to consider them suitable patients for treatment.66

In 1985, physicians in Pittsburgh admitted another form of favoritism in the application of medical criteria. According to the Pittsburgh Press, Dr. Henry Behnson, director of surgery at Pittsburgh's esteemed Presbyterian University Hospital, admitted that doctors would select patients for transplants in violation of hospital criteria for "compassionate" reasons. "Compassionate" reasons seemed to apply in situations where the patient was running out of money to stay in Pittsburgh, was a

66 Sanders & Dukeninier, supra note 6, at 379.
doctor or a child of a doctor, or was a member of the Saudi Arabian royal family. Remarked Dr. Behnson, "I'd hope Tom [Starzl, preeminent transplant surgeon at Presbyterian] would take care of my daughter and vice-versa." One surgeon on the staff was quoted as saying that a call from the President could also qualify a patient for a "compassionate" transplant. Dr. Starzl was quoted as saying that transplants might be done for "diplomatic" reasons.

Another problem in trying to ration by purely medical criteria is that physicians are ill-equipped to serve as rationing agents. Their training, ethical standards, and social role prepare them to serve in the best interests of each patient, not to choose among patients. Writing in the New England Journal of Medicine, Dr. Norman Levinsky stated: "When practicing medicine, doctors cannot serve two masters. It is to the advantage of both our society and of the individuals it comprises that physicians retain their historic single-mindedness. The doctor's master must be the patient."

Although the present severe shortage of donor hearts has forced physicians to ration by criteria aimed generally at identifying those most likely to survive a transplant, when donor hearts and funding are more available, medical criteria would relax and physicians would be inclined to treat all for whom the likely benefit did not outweigh the risk.

The kidney dialysis experience demonstrates that medical criteria are not static, but respond to considerations of availability and funding. In 1972, there were 10,000 patients on kidney dialysis; over the years the number has risen to 78,000. In significant part, this is due to a relaxation of selection criteria, so that dialysis is provided to older and sicker patients. For example, before 1972, only seven percent of dialysis patients were over 55. By 1978, more than 45% were over 55.

Therefore, while it might be possible to establish criteria that avoid the obvious weaknesses of existing approaches, no honest medical criteria would provide a meaningful restriction on ultimate costs. All medical criteria are a function of available funding. This reality brings up the next two forms of rationing which, for purposes of discussion, can be divided into two categories—egalitarian and utilitarian.

C. The Egalitarian Approach—Use a Queue or a Lottery

Assuming that X dollars are available for a particular medical treatment and that basic medical suitability is established (recognizing

69 R. Evans, supra note 25, at ES-103. Table ES-26.
that even this is an ambiguous concept), access could be determined by random selection. Under a lottery, after a pool of those needing treatment is developed, final selection is done by the luck of the draw. The draft lotteries of the not so distant past provide an apt picture of how a lottery might be approached. As need be, the names of winners could be pulled from the wicker basket or the bouncing ping-pong balls.

Lotteries expose the arbitrariness of random decision making processes, and it is not surprising that research uncovered only one example of a medical lottery, the Los Angeles procedures for determining access to kidney dialysis described earlier.

A queue has received more serious consideration. The Massachusetts Task Force on Organ Transplantation, for example, recommended a queue system because “it most closely approximates the randomness of a straight lottery, without having [the] obviousness of making equity the only value being promoted.” In the manner of a bread line, advanced medical techniques could be rationed on the basis of “first come, first served.” A waiting list could be established, then published, so that people know where they stand in line, much as is done for many public housing projects.

Rationing by queue takes place in Britain, where many patients must wait considerable periods of time—even years—for many surgical procedures. After being referred for treatment, patients are added to a waiting list, and then must wait their turn in the queue for treatment, although exceptions are made for emergencies. A queue system was also used at several hospitals in the 1960s to ration kidney dialysis, including Georgetown University Hospital, Montefiore Hospital, Yale-New Haven Hospital, and the Veterans Administration hospitals in Portland, Oregon and Bronx, New York.

The Massachusetts Task Force on Organ Transplantation recommended a two-step selection process. Initial screening, by a medical committee, would be based on medical suitability. If there were insufficient resources to transplant all who could benefit, selection by a second committee from the medically-suited group would be based “primarily” on a first-come, first-served basis. The highest ranking candidate who is tissue and size “matched” to the donor will receive the heart. The proposal allows for “jumping” the queue if the second level
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selection committee believes an individual is "in immediate danger of death and the person who would otherwise get the organ can survive long enough to be reasonably assured that he or she will be able to get another organ." 74 Of course, this means that the first individual faces a marginally greater danger of dying before another suitable heart is found.

If queue jumping is permitted, differences in patient income, education, social access, and geographic location could result in inequalities of access. For example, in Britain, an aggressive physician can sometimes short-circuit the queue to get preferential treatment for a patient. 75

Most importantly, both lotteries and queues can produce results that are most characteristically described as anomalous. They can award a new heart to a 65-year-old person but deny one to an individual who is 45 years old. At the extreme, they can award a new heart to a convicted murderer while letting the mother of five children or a research scientist die. Remember the mini-uproar when the first Swedish artificial heart was implanted in a tax dodger. Such results might well offend notions of fairness and efficiency, 76 and could be seen as a "capitulation to irrationality." 77

Certainly, a lottery or a queue system that would deny a new heart to the President of the United States would be unacceptable. It has been suggested that some "escape valve" from the queue be permitted for an individual expected to make a contribution that he or she alone can make and that is "related to a concern which society values more than the life of one man." 78

It is likely that an egalitarian approach would add utilitarian considerations to the process. For example, the Massachusetts Task Force, although proposing a queue to avoid using "conscious, value-laden, social worth selection criteria" of the sort employed by the Seattle Artificial Kidney Center, 79 nevertheless described the purpose of the initial medical screening as offering "transplantation to those who can benefit the most from it in terms of probability of living for a significant period of time with a reasonable prospect for rehabilitation." 80 Thus, it is clear that even a random system may employ social worth criteria.

74 Id. at 81.
78 Note, supra note 2, at 663-64.
79 Massachusetts Task Force Report, supra note 70, at 80.
80 Id. at 16.
The problem lies in deciding who, besides the President, should get a new heart. What, then, can be said about such explicitly utilitarian rationing?

D. The Utilitarian Approach—Determine the Social Worth of Providing Treatment

A utilitarian rationing scheme would explicitly employ the kinds of social worth criteria that are an implicit element in many medical criteria. Social worth criteria could be used to measure the value to society of saving an individual’s life. Considerations could include the patient’s occupation, marital status and family size, religious/moral attributes, intelligence, economic status, and educational background.

It seems highly unlikely that evaluation of social worth by any of these criteria would be considered an acceptable basis for rationing. Principles of equality reject the notion of evaluating the relative worth of individuals. Even if such evaluations were acceptable, consensus would be achieved only at the extremes—preferring a research scientist over a mass-murderer. Otherwise, there would be no general agreement on the importance of any of these criteria. Such an approach would be reminiscent of the workings of the Seattle “God squad.”

It is also possible that social worth criteria will be adopted in the guise of medical criteria. Consider the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute patient selection criteria for heart transplants described above. Although these are medical criteria in the sense that they are designed to maximize the chances of achieving a successful clinical outcome, they also seem to reflect social worth considerations.

Purely medical criteria evaluate prospects of successful clinical outcome by answering the threshold question: Will this patient benefit from the procedure? With patients who are estimated to live no longer than six months without a transplant, the answer would seem to be that anyone whose life can be extended would benefit. Of course, if a life is prolonged for only one day we would conclude that such de minimis benefit does not constitute clinical success. It is hard, however, to conclude that the patient who lives an additional year does not represent a clinical success.

The criteria, moreover, are not designed simply to identify those who are most likely to benefit. They appear also to be aimed at singling out those who can survive longer and be more productive. The most obvious example is the criterion of “advancing age,” that is, over 50 or 55. Chronological age may be a general indicator of physiological condition, but a cut-off of 50 or 55 seems arbitrary. Although the Battelle study
reports a statistical correlation between age and ability to survive a heart transplant. It does not define survival (such as, one month or one year). Moreover, the statistics do not fully justify the 50-55 cut-off. The study examined the numbers of transplant patients in each age category who were alive, compared to the number who had died. Of those 30-39, 50% were still alive at the time of the study, of those 40-49, 39% were still alive and of those over 50, 21% were still alive.\(^1\)

Medical condition is easily evaluated on an individual basis. Patient-selection criteria include a litany of comorbid conditions which would be contraindications to treatment. It is not clear what age adds to these more specific criteria. Hence, it is reasonable to ask whether age is being employed, at least to some extent, as a social worth criterion to measure future contribution in terms of life expectancy and anticipated productivity. An unstable behavioral or psychological history (including alcoholism and drug addiction) and the absence of external psychosocial supports could be seen to reflect nonmedical considerations, as well.

Age and rehabilitative potential may be more acceptable measures of social worth than other criteria. Surely they are easier to apply than more general notions of value to society. Age is completely objective. Rehabilitative potential, while more subjective, can be measured by objective factors. If our purpose is to maximize the benefit derived from a heart transplant, the use of age and rehabilitative potential may be justified.

At the same time, these criteria adversely affect members of certain groups—the aged and the handicapped—who, in the past, have been the victims of discrimination. A national policy against such discrimination is embodied in the Federal Age Discrimination Act\(^2\) and the Rehabilitation Act.\(^3\)

**VI. POSSIBLE LEGAL CHALLENGES TO SOCIAL WORTH CONSIDERATIONS**

Current rationing criteria for hearts have so far gone unchallenged because of the great scarcity of donor hearts and the absence of artificial or animal substitutes. As has been seen, this scarcity is sure to lessen, if

\(^1\) R. Evans, supra note 25, at ES-47, Table ES-15.

\(^2\) Federal Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (codified at 42 U.S.C.A. § 6101 (1985)) (purpose of the Act is to prohibit discrimination on the basis of age in programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance).

\(^3\) Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (codified at 29 U.S.C.A. § 701 (1985 & West Supp. 1987)) (purpose of the Act is to maximize employability, independence, and integration of handicapped individuals into the community through research, training, services, and the guarantee of equal opportunity).
not disappear. As availability increases, the standards of purely medical suitability would be expected to relax. When that happens, the social worth character of existing selection criteria will become more apparent.

These criteria are vulnerable to legal attack from several different directions. Most likely to be challenged first is the age cut-off. The Federal Age Discrimination Act, passed in 1973 and amended in 1978, prohibits discrimination on the basis of age in all federally financed programs, which includes all hospital and other facilities which receive Medicaid and/or Medicare Part A funding for hospital costs. An age qualification for participation clearly violates the terms of the basic prohibition, although there are a number of statutory exceptions which may permit the use of age if it is a valid and necessary predictor of clinical success. If, however, age is used as a measure of social worth, its validity would be highly questionable. The enactment of this legislation must be seen as a rejection by Congress of the notion that the elderly are less worthy than others.

This Act, as well as section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, reaches the activities of private and public recipients of federal financial assistance. If HCFA guidelines are read to authorize exclusion of potential transplant patients on the basis of age, handicap, or other prohibited criteria, an additional issue is presented. Can the federal government, by regulation, authorize a selection process by a recipient of federal funds that would otherwise violate these statutes? Under Section 504 and Title VI, the answer is that it probably cannot. But under current case law, it remains an open question. Under section 90.3 (b)(1) of Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations, which exempts age-related criteria established by statute from the prohibition contained in the Federal Age Discrimination Act, it appears that only a statute, not a regulation, can provide such authorization.

The consideration of rehabilitative potential raises legal issues under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. That section prohibits discrimination in federally financed programs against "otherwise qualified" handicapped individuals. Handicapped individuals protected by the Act
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47 Section 504, codified as amended at 29 U.S.C.A. § 794 (West Supp. 1987) provides:
   No otherwise qualified individual with handicaps in the United States . . . shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance or under any program or activity conducted by any Executive agency . . .
include those who have a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits a major life activity, have a record of such an impairment, or are regarded as having such an impairment.\textsuperscript{64} In addition to physical disorders, the Act applies to mental or emotional illness, alcoholism, and drug addiction as handicapping conditions.\textsuperscript{65} In the area of health care, handicapped individuals would not be considered "otherwise qualified" if they fail to meet eligibility criteria.\textsuperscript{66} so long as those criteria are legitimate and necessary to accomplish the purpose of the program. In other words, if the heart transplant program has, as one of its eligibility criteria, a requirement that recipients be sighted, it would certainly discriminate against blind patients in violation of the Rehabilitation Act. A good argument can be made that anyone who can benefit from a heart transplant under purely medical criteria is otherwise qualified.

Of course, those with conditions such as severe pulmonary hypertension or severe kidney dysfunction may be handicapped but they nevertheless may be excluded if their condition makes it unlikely that they would survive a heart transplant. On the other hand, if they are excluded because it is thought that, even after a transplant, they will be unable to return to an active life, the exclusion would probably violate the law. If rehabilitation means achieving some minimal level of functioning, it may exclude those with other physical and mental disabilities. Decisions based upon expected "quality of life" would probably not be upheld under the Rehabilitation Act. Of course, the Act probably would not require hospitals to give a transplant to a patient who cannot be expected to return to consciousness.

The criteria involving mental and emotional condition, including alcoholism and drug addiction, are also suspect. The Rehabilitation Act was enacted largely to prevent the use of untested generalizations about the handicapped which deny them access to government funded programs.\textsuperscript{67} At the very least, any disqualifying criterion which explicitly incorporates a handicapping condition will be subject to close scrutiny to determine whether it is necessary to achieve the program's goals. Government regulations specifically prohibit a health care facility from discriminating in admission or treatment against a drug or alcohol abuser who seeks treatment for a medical condition.\textsuperscript{68}

The more difficult question is how section 504 should be interpreted

\textsuperscript{65} 45 C.F.R. §§ 84.3(j)(2)(ii), 84.53 (1986).
\textsuperscript{66} Southeast Community College v. Davis, 442 U.S. 397 (1979).
\textsuperscript{68} 45 C.F.R. § 84.53 (1986).
in light of a scarcity of resources. The language of the provision is absolute barring discrimination against those persons who are "otherwise qualified." It does not appear to contemplate relative judgments of qualification. If a handicapped person is considered qualified, but less qualified than others because of the handicapping condition, may the individual be rejected in favor of the more qualified? It would seem that if a heart transplant program is truly choosing patients most likely to survive a transplant and a handicapped patient is rejected because the likelihood of survival is somewhat less, this may nevertheless be consistent with the Act.\textsuperscript{64} It is much easier to accept this interpretation when choices are forced upon us by natural scarcity than when the scarcity is artificially created. At the same time, relative judgments based on expected level of functioning probably would be unacceptable.

Other criteria, like external psychosocial supports, may have a statistically significant adverse impact on identifiable groups, including blacks and the handicapped. That is, proportionately fewer blacks and handicapped will be able to satisfy that criterion. Although this is not a criterion explicitly using race or handicap, it may still be subject to challenge for its disproportionate effect under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act\textsuperscript{65} or section 504.\textsuperscript{66} Again, such a criterion would have to be closely scrutinized to determine whether it is necessary to accomplishing the objectives of the heart transplant program.

Many of the patient selection criteria for heart transplants are vague and undefined, thereby vesting broad discretion in the decisionmaker. Such discretion permits the exercise of existing biases. Purposeful discrimination on the basis of race, age, or handicap is certainly barred by the statutes discussed above.

There also may be potential medical malpractice liability for physicians and hospitals. Generally, physicians are obligated to inform patients of all possible treatments.\textsuperscript{67} Once a patient is in the care of a physician the physician has a duty to provide all appropriate treatment.\textsuperscript{68} Even if the physician withdraws from the physician-patient relationship,

\textsuperscript{64} See Doe v. New York University, 666 F.2d 761 (2d Cir. 1981)
\textsuperscript{65} 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000d (1981). Section 601 of Title VI provides: "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." \textit{id}
\textsuperscript{68} See W. PROSSER, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF TORTS 162-64 (4th ed. 1971).
the patient must be referred to another physician who could provide the treatment. In some states, a physician must obtain the informed consent of the patient before the patient declines treatment.

The hospital has a more general obligation to ensure that adequate care is delivered. While the hospital is not responsible for individual treatment decisions, it may not prevent an eligible patient from receiving an appropriate treatment available in the hospital.

Of course, physicians are generally held to a standard of care measured by the practice of other physicians. If the eligibility criteria are generally accepted among transplant specialists, adherence to those criteria would provide a defense to most malpractice actions. While there is still a severe scarcity of donor organs, these strict criteria will continue to be applied by most physicians. But when availability is increased, some physicians will begin treating patients who do not meet the strict criteria and may thereby establish a standard of care which takes in a wider group of patients. At that point, narrower rationing schemes could expose physicians and hospitals to possible liability, especially if the selection standards can be challenged as unreasonable.

Social worth criteria are rarely explicitly labeled as such, and this consideration, combined with the fact that most people are either ignorant that the patient's social worth is being considered or are in agreement with the decision to withhold treatment, has prevented a major challenge to them. But unless newly developing technologies are made as widely available as they were in the past, it seems likely that this kind of rationing will become more visible—and more subject to challenge.

Therefore, if medical criteria are to survive legal attack, it must be clear that they are not social worth criteria in disguise. Medical criteria which exclude individuals based on age or handicap will be upheld only if they are legitimate and necessary in predicting clinical success. In addition, using age and rehabilitative potential as social worth criteria will probably require statutory authorization by Congress. One must question how likely Congress is to do this in light of its past inability to deny life saving medical treatments to voters and their families.

CONCLUSION

Society has not yet been forced to adopt widespread rationing of medical care. The climate, however, is changing. With federal budget
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reductions, programs which, in the past, have been allowed to grow indiscriminately, will be faced with the need to cut expenditures. Assuming, for the purposes of discussion, that existing benefits will not be reduced sufficiently to pay for the provision of advanced medical technologies, this article has described the various ways in which access to them might be rationed.

Before adopting such ethically troubling schemes to decide who should live and who should die, society should sharply reconsider the open-ended and largely unquestioning way in which other medical services are provided—a practice that creates the financial pressure to ration advanced technology. The overuse of heart bypass operations has led them to be called the hysterectomies of the 1980s. Similarly, it seems impossible to justify denying heart transplants for people who could return to healthy, productive lives while continuing to use limited Medicare funds, for example, to pay for dialysis treatments of elderly, comatose patients, as is now the case. That Medicare coverage for even minor medical procedures, like bunion removals, is not based on the patient’s ability to pay only magnifies the inequities of current reimbursement policies.100

Asking such questions about the relative merit of different health care benefits is not for the faint of heart. It is many times more difficult to take away benefits from current recipients—and the industry groups that serve them—than it is to refuse to give a new benefit, however needed, to an amorphous group of potential beneficiaries. Entering this political and ethical thicket will require government leaders to show common sense and courage, two commodities in short supply these days. But it is worth a try. After all, heart transplants are only one of the many expensive new medical techniques that do not save money—only lives.

100 See generally Meyer, Imbalance, Inequity, and Inefficiency in Health Care Financing, 2 BULL. 210, Q. 7 (Summer 1985).